DT Research Designs Line of Antimicrobial 2-in-1 Rugged Medical Tablets
Purpose-built for Healthcare Mobility During COVID-19 Pandemic
Medical-grade, IP65 ratedTablets Empower Healthcare Professionals in
Hospital,Retirement, Telemedicine and Field Medicine Environments
SAN JOSE Calif., October 5, 2020 –DT Research, the leading designer and manufacturer ofpurpose-built
computing solutions for vertical markets, today announcedthree medicalrugged tablets with a unique 2-in-1
design that provides the flexibility to use the unit as a handheld tablet or part of a mobile medical cart solution.
The tablets are antimicrobial, UL60601-1 certified, IP65 rated and available with a 6-inch (362MD), 10.1-inch
(301MD) or 13.3-inch (313MD) brilliant capacitive touchscreen display. Built-in Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,data capture
modules, and optional 4G Mobile Broadband,make these medical tabletsan effective tool to monitor, record and
retrieve patient information in a range of environments.
“Healthcare professionals need the flexibilityto care for patients in different environments in order to effectively
adapt to today’s evolving COVID circumstances,”said Daw Tsai, president of DT Research. “With this
understanding in mind, we created a line of medical-grade tablets designed for ultimate mobility, durability,
safety and reliability. The rugged 2-in-1 design gives users the flexibility to use the tablets as handhelds or
mounted on a medical cart or with a docked keyboard. We also know that continuous operation is critical in
healthcare - all the tablets in this line have hot-swappable battery packs to eliminate downtime.”
Medical-grade, Durable and Reliable
Made specifically for healthcare use, the 362MD, 301MD and 313MD tablets have antimicrobial enclosuresto
control infection and are UL60601-1 certifiedto ensure standard safety and essential performance in healthcare
environments. These rugged tablets are built to stand up in demanding, mission-critical environmentswith an
IP65-rating for water and dust resistance as well as MIL-STD-810G approved for shock and vibration
protection.NIST compliant BIOS are available for a high level of security.In addition, unique hot-swappable
battery packs assure healthcare professionals ofcontinuous operation.
Ultimate Mobility and Versatility
Healthcare professionals can select from three tablet sizes to fit the type of care and environment. The 362MD is
a light, compact, ruggedhandheld witha 6-inch screen and built-in smart card/CAC for two-factor authentication.
Small, yet powerful, this ultra mobile tablet runsMicrosoft® Windows® 10.Information gathering and transfer is
simple with integrated NFC/RFID and a 2D scanner - making it ideal for field medical test check-in or ID bracelet
verificationprior todispensing medicine and many other uses in highly mobile or limited space environments.
The 301MD is a slim, lightweight tablet with a 10.1-inch indoor/outdoor display thatoffers the versatility tobe
used as a tablet or mounted on a cart as part of a mobile medical solution. With built-in front and back
cameras,WiFi,Bluetooth, and optional Mobile 4G Broadband,this rugged tabletis ideal for field medicine
andtelemedicine in remote locations, mobile health clinics and public health surveying.
With its large, vivid 13.3-inch display and integrated capacitive touch, the 313MDprovides a wide work areaand
application interface to enhance user experience and workflow. This flexible tabletcan be mounted on a mobile
medical cart, docked on a desktopor used as a standalone medical tablet. An optional antimicrobial docking
keyboard instantly pairs with the tabletto enable 2-in-1 tablet/laptop use.
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The 362MD, 301MD,and313MDrugged medical tablets offer a robust set of features and options that include:










Medical-grade - UL60601-1 certified with anti-microbial enclosures.
Durable and Reliable - IP65-rated for water and dust resistance. MIL-STD-810G for shock and vibration
protection.
Interactive, Indoor-Outdoor Displays -LED-backlight, high-brightness (1000 nits) screen with capacitive
touch, outdoor viewable and digital pen support.
Continuous Operation -Hot-swappable 4200mAhbattery pack.
Two-factor authentication- Built-in smart card/CAC reader with NIST compliant BIOS available.
Information Capture and Transmission - 2D barcode scanner (also reads 1D), single/dual frequency
NFC/RFID reader.
Network Communication -Built-in Wi-Fi 802.11ac, 2.4GHz/ 5GHz dual band, Bluetooth 4.2 LE and 4G
LTE/AWS mobile broadband.
Audio/Video Ready - Full-HD front camera and 8 megapixel back camera with built-in speaker.
High Performance–Microsoft® Windows® 10 IoT Enterprise or Ubuntu operating system. The 301MD
and 313MD have a choice of either the Intel® Core™ i5-8250U, Quad-Core, 1.6GHz (up to 3.4GHz) or the
Intel® Core™ i7-8550U, Quad-Core, 1.8GHz (up to 4.0GHz). The 362MD has an Intel® Pentium® Silver
quad-core processor.

Availability
The 362MD, 301MD and 313MDrugged medicaltablets areimmediately available from DT Research’sauthorized
resellers and partners.
About DT Research
DT Research™, an early Mobile Tablet pioneer and leading designer and manufacturer of purpose-built
computing systems for vertical markets, delivers the world’s most comprehensive line of Rugged and GNSS
Tablets, Mobile POS Tabletsand Medical Computing Solutions. DT Research products are uniquely designed with
customizable built-in options assembled in California, providing customers with rapid time-to-market solutions.
The DT Research family of products is based on embedded computing platforms that power secure, reliable and
cost-effective computing. DT Research systems offer computing mobility within industrial and harsh
environments through durable solutions with wireless connectivity, high-quality touch displays, and Windows®
operating systems. More than 200 organizations across the globe rely on DT Research solutions in industries
such as government, healthcare, hospitality, logistics, military, retail and warehousing. DT Research is
headquartered in Silicon Valley, California. For more information, visit www.dtresearch.com and follow
@dtresearch, #MilitaryTablets, #RuggedTablets and #GNSSTablets.
DT Research and WebDT are trademarks of DT Research, Inc. All other brands and product names may be trademarks and/or
registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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